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Request for Proposal
Blue Box Local Litter Economic Study and Residential Surveying
Introduction
The province of Ontario in the 2019 discussion paper “Reducing Litter and Waste in our Communities”,
identified that a top area for action was to “prevent and reduce litter in our neighbourhoods and parks”.
Municipalities with open top blue boxes routinely receive complaints from residents regarding litter
associated with recycling services.
Research completed in July 2016 in Portland Maine estimated that 2.25 tonnes of recyclable materials
per 1,000 households “leaked” from their open box single stream system in the form of curbside litter
each year. As far as the CIF is aware, no equivalent studies have been completed in Ontario. Most of the
litter studies across North America have focussed on “litter” in general with no emphasis on the
composition and total generation of blue box materials.
The CIF is currently undertaking a project to examine the impacts of a new Blue Box lid designed as a
possible litter abatement tool in the Region of Durham with potentially positive implications that can be
applied to other municipalities with “boxed” recycling programs. The CIF is requesting letter proposals
from qualified consultants to complete two undertakings connected to this project. These are:
1. A comprehensive analysis of the local economic impacts of litter costs; and
2. Residential surveying of households in Durham pre and post litter abatement tool introduction.
The CIF will be working with the Region of Durham on this project. The Region’s responsibilities will be
to assist in the development of all surveying methodologies (including final sample area selection),
provide residents with blue box lids and associated education, liaison approved consultant(s) with
lower-tier municipalities, and contribute feedback on final reports. The CIF is the lead contact for the
approved consultant and will be responsible for final approval on all surveys and lower-tier inquiries. CIF
will also be responsible for a litter/moisture audit and collection time-and-motion assessment under a
separate RFP process.
Located 70 km northeast of Toronto, The Region of Durham is a 2-tier governed system made up of 8
lower-tier municipalities (Cities of Pickering and Oshawa, Towns of Ajax and Whitby, the Regional
Municipality of Clarington, and Townships of Uxbridge, Scugog and Brock). The Region encompasses an
area of approximately 2,532 square kilometers and is home to approximately 673,500 residents.
In 2019, Durham introduced a recently patented crumb-rubber blue box lid as part of an overall litter
mitigation study aimed to reduce litter. Thus far, just under 800 households have been provided with
lids. The next phase of this project is to complete a detailed monitoring and measurement program to
determine the costs associated with litter collection in each lower-tier municipality ($/km and $/hr for a
range of workers/volunteers) and the acceptance/utilization of the new lids by residents in Durham.
1.1 Sample Areas
A total of 1,000 households will be involved in this next phase of research including:
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-

500 households with 2 new lids (lids to be distributed in November 2020)
100 households with 1 new lid (lids to be distributed in November 2020)
400 households previously provided lids

Given its geographic location, Durham services a variety of housing types including urban, suburban,
rural, waterfront, agricultural and seasonal as well as newer developments to older established
residential areas. This project aims to study the effectiveness of this litter abatement tool in a
municipality that is representative of much of the province’s housing stock and, the implications on both
collection and processing. A separate RFP will undertake an economic study of litter collection by the
lower-tier municipal operations as well as a comprehensive residential survey pre and post lid
implementation.
The following table is provided for RFP budgetary purposes and includes the initial proposed sample
locations. Consultants should be aware that these areas may be adjusted or amended, the table should
be used a general guideline only.
Table 1: Proposed Housing Types and Sample Area Locations
Area
#

Lid
Option

1

New – 1
Lid
New – 1
Lid

Rural – Single Detached

New – 2
lids
New – 2
Lids
Old Lid

Suburban – Single
Detached – Pre 1960s
Suburban – Single
Detached – 1961-2000
Suburban – Single
Detached – 2001+
Urban – Single Detached
– Pre 1960s
Urban – Single Detached
– 1961-2000
Urban – Single Detached
– 2001+
Urban – Condo

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

*

New – 2
Lids
New – 2
Lids
Old Lid
Area
Lid
Provided*
Old Lid
Area

Housing Type

Rural – Agricultural

Row Houses/MultiResidential Dwellings –
Urban or Suburban

Description

Municipality
(nearest Town)

Collection
Day

Units

Low density, outside
CMAs
Low density, outside
CMAs, Cottage
Country, Agricultural
Medium density,
within CMA
“

Scugog (Port
Perry)
Clarington

Friday

50

Friday

54

Oshawa

Tuesday

125

Oshawa

Friday

125

“

Ajax

Tuesday

200

High density, within a
CMA
“

Ajax (Pickering
Village)
Pickering

Thursday

105

Wednesday

125

“

Whitby

Wednesday

97

“

Ajax

Friday

63

Row of houses joined
by common sidewalk
and/or a continuous
grouping on multilevels

Whitby

Wednesday

56

Lid was provided but not a part of the previous pilot program (no P&E or surveying etc.)
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Local Economic Analysis
For the local economic study, the consultant in partnership with Durham Region is expected to obtain
data on all eight lower tier municipalities in the Region of Durham to develop data sets (confidentiality
may be requested/required), with information including (but not limited to):
-

Total households in municipality and municipal features (rural, urban, suburban, etc.)
Total kilometers associated with residential areas
Total estimated kg/tonnes of litter collected annually - focus on residential areas (kg/km2)
Type and details of local litter collection systems (municipal staff, adopt-a-road, other)
Total direct costs associated with litter collection
Total estimated indirect costs associated with litter (i.e. road sweeping / gutter cleaning)
Number of complaints received by municipality re: litter and estimated average time per
complaint – from reporting to resolution. FYI: Region of Durham will also provide reports on
litter complaints received at all call centres from September 2020 until April 2021
Other insights

Final Report – Economic Analysis
Based on the data collected from each lower-tier municipality and the Region of Durham, the final
report shall summarize:
a. Average estimated annual tonnage of collected litter (per hh)
b. Average municipal direct staff time associated with litter collection (street sweeping and
pick-up per km)
c. Total indirect staff time associated with litter collection
i. Handling complaints
ii. Organizing voluntary collections
Residential Surveying
For surveying, a total of 1,000 households with three unique surveys shall be developed in consultation
with CIF and Durham. Final CIF approval of the surveys will be required. These surveys will be conducted
(i.e., pre and post lid implementation and utility of lid). The households will be located in five areas, 10
locations across the Region of Durham (see Proposed Sample Areas above). Households are divided by
housing type as well as tool provided.
Surveying Required
Pre and Post Survey
Pre and Post Survey
Utility Survey

Tool Provided
2 new lids (lids to be distributed in
late October/November 2020)
1 new lid (lids to be distributed in
late October/November 2020)
Lid already provided

Total Number of Households
500
100
400

Previous survey results from “old lid areas” will be provided for analysis regarding “utility”. An example
of the questions asked from previous pilot residents is in Appendix A
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A 20 per cent response rate from each sample area for each survey is a minimum performance
expectation.
Final Report – Residential Surveying
From the representative survey sampling of each of the ten sample areas (see 1.1 proposed sample
areas above) compare† results from each area:
a. Overview of baseline (pre-lid) information on litter/project awareness and current blue box
activities
o Relate to Region of Durham and lower tier “complaints” data
o Top suggestions provided for program improvements
o Compare results from housing “types”
b. Highlights of follow-up (post-lid) responses:
o Impact on litter/project awareness and blue box activities
o Resident insight into lid utility, marketability (cost parameters), and P&E provided
o Top suggestions provided for program improvements
o Compare results from housing “types”
c. Provide comparisons of the results from areas with 2 new lids versus 1 new lid
d. Summary notes, recommendations, and observations of surveying
Project Timing:
The following schedule is planned for the litter economics analysis and residential surveying portions of
the Blue Box Litter and Lid Project.
Table 1: Project Timeline
Milestone

Proposed Date

RFP – Local Litter Economics and Residential Surveying

You are Here

July 2020

RFP – Evaluation and Award

Mid-August 2020

Methodology Finalized – both studies

August 2020

3 Survey’s Finalized

September 2020
‡

Pre-Lid/Utility Surveying (as applicable to 600 HH – 400 HH previously “lidded”)
-

Pre-Lid/Utility Survey Results provided to CIF

October 2020
November 2020

Public Lid Launch (as applicable)

mid -October 2020

Local Litter Economic Research

October 2020 – March 2021

Post-Lid Surveying (600 HH)
-

Post-Lid Survey Results Data provided to CIF

Final Reporting – both studies

March 2021
April 2021
May 2021

†

For areas where lid was already provided, previous survey data shall be utilized for the baseline analysis
Please note that Durham will be surveying residents on the Long-Term Waste Management Plan during
September.
‡
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Scope of Work
The anticipated tasks for this work are expected to include, but are not limited to:
1. Review and adjust proposed selected methodology for both studies. Seek CIF approval on the
planned approach, methodology, and scheduling
2. Plan and attend meetings with CIF/Durham to discuss key timelines, activities, and resolve any
issues.
3. Hire staff to collect and survey sample areas (in-person or other)
4. Provide all raw data from each study in excel
5. Provide a final report for each study, with links to previous data, observations, and
photographs/videos as applicable

Proposal Format
Interested consultants are requested to provide a brief proposal outlining comprehension of the two
activities associated with this portion of the project and confirming awareness of the timeline of each
activity. Proposals should also include:
•

•

•

Detailed staffing considerations with short bios of the key staff who will undertake the various
aspects of planning and executing the project, highlighting their qualifications and providing
three examples of previous related experience including references related to this work (with
CV’s attached to the letter proposal);
Review proposed methodology (potential challenges, gaps, opportunities, etc.) and provide an
approach to meet goals associated with the economic analysis and survey based on the
proponent’s understanding of the project outcomes; and
The cost and staffing requirements for each study (with budget specifics) and the total cost to
undertake this work.

The proposals will be evaluated based on the following:
•
•
•

Qualifications and experience of proposed staff: 20 points
Methodology: 40 points
Price: 40 points

The proposal inquiry period will be from Thursday July 16 until Wednesday July 29, 2020. Final proposals
are to be submitted via e-mail to Laurie Westaway, at lwestaway@thecif.ca. Submissions are due on
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 at 12:00 p.m. ET
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Appendix A: Previous Pilot Survey Questions using Survey Monkey
Question

Answer Options (as applicable)

During our recent Blue Box Litter Pilot Study, some
areas were advised they were part of the study.
Were you aware that a Blue Box Litter Pilot Study was
being undertaken in your neighbourhood?
When do you usually put out your recycling boxes?

Yes or No

When you put out your recycling boxes for collection,
are they usually full and overflowing over the top of the
boxes?
On windy days, do you make any changes to how you
set out your blue boxes to stop material from flying
away? (check all that apply)

Yes, No, Sometimes

Durham Region supplies residents with two recycling
blue boxes; one for containers and the other for
paper/cardboard. Do you find one box more likely to
cause litter versus the other?
If yes, which recycling box (containers or
paper/cardboard) is causing more challenges for you
during windy weather?
Did any of the information and/or tools supplied by
Durham Region assist you with managing your blue box
set out to avoid litter on windy days?
What information and/or tools supplied by
Durham Region did you find most helpful
with managing your recycling material to avoid litter
on windy days?
Do you have any other suggestions for managing blue
box litter on windy days that you would like to share
with Durham Region?

Yes, No
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Day of Collection, Night before

- Stack the recycling boxes
- Crush/flatten containers and paper boxes
- Don’t put my recycling boxes out when it's
exceptionally windy
- Put something heavy on top of the recycling boxes
to stop material from blowing out
- Put recycling material in clear bags
- Take recycling material to curb just as the driver
arrives, then put recycling boxes back in after
emptied
- Don’t make any changes
- Wait until morning

Containers or Paper/Cardboard
Yes or No or I did not receive information or tools
Open Comment Box

Open Comment Box
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